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THE GOSPEL OF MY FATHER
ERIC LIDDICK
My father believed in God. On most Sundays growing up, this meant
he’d drag me to our local church, an imposing stone structure built in the
gothic revival style. And when the bronze bells pealed, signaling our magical
transmutation from sinners to saints, I would take my seat at his right hand in
the creaky wooden pews.
His insistence on attending was part of that Anglo-Saxon tradition of
placing the onus for inculcating values on the church and religion. And I
suppose some of it stuck; some of it informed my beliefs and values, made
me a better person—if only nominally so.
But I hated it.
I hated sitting in a stuffy church in stuffy clothes singing stuffy hymns
that made little sense to me, my father’s stale coffee breath emanating as he
monotoned along with the organ and other chanting adults.
I hated listening to the sermon, during which the pastor droned on in a
similar monotone about adult things and adult problems—like healthy
communication and marital discord—when all I wanted was to spend that
hour focused on kid things and kid problems—like video games and
responding “yes,” “no,” or “maybe” to the cute girl’s note.
But my father believed in God, and therefore I believed in God, and so
we went.
His faith trickled into the letters he wrote me during boot camp. Letters
that included frequent affirmations like, “Yes, I agree it’s God’s plan. He gives
us the direction but we don’t always follow his ways” or “I pray and ask him
to watch over you and I’m positive he is doing that.” The gospel of my father.
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And though my belief in God waxed and waned over the years, at times
vigorous and at times less so, I admit finding comfort in his repeated prayers,
his sturdy faith.
My father demonstrated his faith most through nightly prayers.
Occasionally in my youth, I’d catch him sneaking into my bedroom late at
night once he thought I had fallen asleep. I’d hear him turn the doorknob
gingerly, maintaining tension on the contracting internal springs to keep from
rousing me, before creeping barefoot to my bedside. With one pupil peeking
from below a half-drawn eyelid, I’d observe him kneeling, silhouetted by the
soft moonlight filtering through the cream-colored pocket curtains pulled
tight against the night, his lips moving as he uttered his hushed prayer, the
whistling whisper of his words unintelligible to anyone but him, and God.
His prayers were short. Fifteen, thirty seconds. Just long enough to
beseech God to watch over me, protect me, keep me healthy and safe. Once
he finished his silent pleas, he would rise. Sometimes he might deposit a
delicate kiss on my forehead before exiting as quietly as he entered. Other
times he might steal a few precious seconds watching me “sleep.”
These moments never felt creepy. Odd, maybe, but in retrospect,
touching—the secretive tender displays of a father’s stirring love, undying
devotion, and belief in a force beyond force who might keep his family happy,
healthy, safe.
It’s these thoughts, and others, that now swirl as I watch him “sleep” in
an unforgiving bed in this white cinder block room in this russet brick time
capsule of sorrow. I find him consigned to the same position as when I last
visited this “home,” as though he’s been preserved, suspended in amber. He
appears the same physically, but I can still identify modest deterioration. His
waxy, pallid skin drapes over brittle bones, resembling less a human and more
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a blob of tissue, atrophied muscle, and fat (though increasingly less and less),
like some Dalí Danny DeVito.
Here he lies. The man who took me bowling on the days when my
school closed for snow; the man who allowed me to score and solder glass
shards destined for one of his stained-glass pieces; the man who offered
advice on friendships, girls, careers as we shared coffee on our covered front
porch against the soundtrack of lilting rain, now reduced to little more than a
shell of what once was, a vision of what could have been, a pitiful reminder of
life’s fragility.
And here I sit. Watching over him, standing vigil—praying. All of it—his
world-shattering diagnosis ten years earlier, the years of cascading effects and
weary visits—brings about a certain distaste bordering on hatred for God. I
am angry for all of it, but also, and perhaps above all, I’m angry because I can
no longer enjoy these moments with a living father. I am angry at a divine,
almighty being who could exhibit such callous indifference. Yet, I continue to
pray.
I wonder whether, in the aftermath of his Alzheimer’s diagnosis, he
shared my anger at God. Or did he continue with his faithful supplications
until that invisible omniscient hand extinguished the flame of his all-too-brief
candle?
My prayers billow skyward with the rising smoke, filtering through the
drab cotton curtains and casting a pale glow over the room. Except, unlike his
prayers years ago, I’m not praying for his health. I’m not praying that he
makes it through his trials and tribulations. I’m not praying for his success.
I’m praying for a death—not a life. For a release—not an intercession.
For an end—not a recovery.
I’m praying for the death of suffering. His, and mine.

Poetry

NOWHERE ON ALL SIDES
TRAPPER MARKELZ
The older I get, the more I care
where they came from. An earthquake
shook their lives, sifted out the large pieces,
dusty perseverance over land and sea,
luggage rugged and stacked.
I’ve never drifted as long as they did,
each road taken and arriving ready,
fervent with apoplectic resolve.
Their life was blank recipes and iron ovens.
Who knew what you’d put in
and what you might take out.
Plenty of mouths to feed, thresh the stalks,
gather from the packed earth.
But not me with my map and money,
a plane ticket and ground-floor apartment.
It’s why I want to travel those waters someday,
surrounded by nowhere on all sides,
no sense of coming and going,
a stark isolation that verifies you are all you have.
Your hand holding a rail, prop wash,
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relativity in motion, cold metal,
a drink in hand at night with the stars,
a dull, low horn blast that shakes your gut,
with no one around to hear it.
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CONNECTIONS: PICTURE ROCKS CANYON
SUSAN CUMMINS MILLER
They humble me, these ancient communiqués scored in stone. I do not speak
their language, but the pleas—for hunts and vision quests and entry into the
unseen—seem clear. Figures dance around a spiral, joy apparent in clasped
hands, in headdresses bobbing in time to chants that echo, even now, from
canyon cliffs on solstice days when an arrow of light strikes the sinistral
path—entrance to the void, the world of origin, where past and future
coalesce.
I wander up washes, over rocky slopes, climb saguaro-studded ridges, spurred
on by sighs in palo verde and ironwood, by the crunch of sand, gravel, and
scree under my boots, finding messages incised in latite, in black basalt and
palest rhyolite: Mountain lion. Desert bighorn. Snake, lizard, deer, and quail.
Fields of dots bounded by undulating water signs. Circles, squares, crosses,
stars, suns, moons, and always, always, even when I least expect it, figures—
prone, hunchbacked, headdressed, birthing, mourning, dancing.
And here, this morning, one perfect handprint. A left palm, just my size, that
whispers: Remember me. I was here. I never left.
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REALITY (CHECK)
SUSAN CUMMINS MILLER
Late morning sunlight on cottonwood. Wind scrunches leaves of a stunted
scrub oak. Cooper’s hawks pass like memories.
Last century’s wallpaper; clock missing the minute hand; antique, pearlhandled opera glasses. Scattered hairpins. Coiled basket filled with scraps of
castoff cotton dresses. A knotted shawl lies draped across a chair back,
retaining the woman-shape—as if she lifted it over her head upon returning
from a trip to the milliner’s.
There was love here, once:
Packet of letters, tied with faded ribbon, in the open drawer of the bedside
table. Fireplace stoker lying across the neck of a child’s careworn, one-eared,
stuffed rabbit. I picture her selecting a needle from the sand-filled cushion on
a side table, picking up the half-quilted patchwork square, a butter-churn
pattern in shades of blue and green. I picture her switching on the porcelain
lamp: Smoky mirror warps shapes, warps light and shadow.
Where does love go when the rudiments of living, working and playing break
or wear out?
Outside, water still drips from the pump in the yard. Volunteer gourds, dry
and empty, dangle from the leaning fence. They rattle in the slight breeze,
brush the dirt, fashion sandy hollows and crop circles. The rickety shed at the
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end of the weedy garden holds salvaged and reclaimed boards of redwood,
oak, pine, and maple from signs, outbuildings, counters and a kidney-shaped
dressing table. When dreams run afoul of reality, what’s left behind are bins
of metallic ore—dusty, unsorted, unlabeled—surrounding a crate of broken
toys.

Poetry

4
JAYSON IWEN
Go to the place where he died.
It’s still just another field
where a road bends gently
toward another bridge,
but now it’s also the end of a story
where stalks of late August wheat
bend in a faintly human breeze
like moral geometry.
Is life but a temporary
pausing of elements in transit
between states long enough
to take a look around?
It hurts to think of a child so.
So this is how we know.
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EIGHT LOVE LETTERS
LAWRENCE BRIDGES
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GLITTER
CHELSEA YOST

My six-year-old daughter, Ananda, has an Elsa dress that someone
(probably my brother, who also likes to purposely buy my daughter toys that
have small pieces, make loud noises, or generally cause bodily harm to me)
bought her for Christmas. Yesterday, she put it on for an epic Frozen
extravaganza. Epic in the true sense of the word because it was lengthy and
extremely dramatic. The dress has little bits of glitter—perhaps to mimic Elsa’s
general iciness. After Ananda and I sang a rousing version of “Let it Go”,
complete with hand motions and a pink Minnie Mouse microphone (also
purchased by my brother), she rubbed up against me and noted the horror
with which I looked at my clothing, now covered with Elsa dress glitter. She
shrieked with glee and proceeded to rub herself on me and every surface
within our tiny apartment to achieve maximum glitter transfer. By the end of
the performance, the glitter was on my pajamas, my couch, in my hair and
had combined with the larger pieces of an earlier glitter craft project to make
what can only be described as a visual cacophony.
Though I vacuumed twice with my HEPA filter fancy vacuum, by the
end of the first day, everywhere I looked there was a glint of glitter. The pièce
de résistance was a pink sparkle found on my boyfriend’s face when he came
over for dinner five days later.
I find myself offended by the appearance of small, almost undiscernible
glitter pieces. They glint at me from the rug, my sock, the tabletop, and my
micro-fiber couch. I bought the couch when I moved to a modest apartment
in Harlem from my marital home in Hell’s Kitchen. Along with leaving my
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husband, I also left the couch we had purchased together long before we
planned on having a child. The marital couch was a light beige color that
showed every stain, it was not worth fighting for. I sat, couch-less, on the
hardwood floor for four months before I broke down and found a couch that
I could pay off in monthly payments. My criteria were that it had to be cheap,
and it had to be bullet-proof for a 2-year-old. About a week after the couch
arrived in my house, Ananda spilled an entire plate of spaghetti on it, and I
discovered that even marinara sauce is no match for gray microfiber. Glitter,
however, has brought the microfiber to its knees.
Why do I care, ultimately, if everything in my house has a little bit of
sparkle? Isn’t a little sparkle something that makes the world better? Even
some ancient cave dwellers mixed mica in their paintings to make them
shimmer. Is there some genetic code passed down that makes people like a
little bling? But to me, glitter is a menace. I find it on pillowcases, lodged in
my rug, a sparkle catches my eye as I walk into a room. The thing that is so
perplexing about glitter is that it starts in one location and then permeates
everything. I suspect my aversion has less to do with sparkling bits of plastic
and more to do with losing control.
To be honest, the control I have over life seems more and more
fleeting since I gave birth to Ananda. Well really, she was extracted, in an
emergency in which my life was in danger, but she was totally fine. That day,
her first day, was a portent of the end of my very organized, very controlled
life.
About once a week I wake up to Ananda standing beside my bed. She
is holding her pink stuffed bunny and her face is proud. At this moment, with
sleep still clinging, I must drag myself to consciousness and recognize that
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this is a day when she has slept in her own bed all night. An accomplishment
that must always be celebrated.
Most mornings, though, I wake up with her tucked against me. I
sometimes remember moving over for her to climb in bed with me, but
sometimes I am surprised by her presence, and disturbed and a bit frightened
that she could have been awake at night while I was not. When she was
younger, I did not ever fully sleep, I was always listening for her. I slept with
awareness, which was not particularly restful. Now that she is older, and a
little more independent, I sleep more soundly.
When I wake up with her next to me, I am always at the very edge of
the bed. I look at the expanse of bed sprawling from her sleeping body and
smile to myself. It is both aggravating and adorable. Before I got divorced, my
ex-husband would call me a “bed pirate.” In my sleep I apparently
commandeer blankets, pillows, and space. I seem to have passed this along to
my daughter, though she is so hot when she sleeps that she kicks the
blankets off rather than pirates them. I wake up shivering, clutching a single
sliver of sheet. No matter where I go on the bed, she finds me and presses
herself as closely as possible to me.
The same thing happens when I am sitting on the couch. I often like to
sit in a corner of the couch with my feet tucked underneath me. Though our
couch is big enough to hold four people, she will come to the small space I
have taken up for myself and climb on top of me. Then she will say, in a very
exasperated voice, “Can you give me space?” She wants me to make room for
her where there seems to be no room. But I always do make space. I tell
myself that in only a short time, she will not want to sit so close to me. I need
to enjoy her snuggles now, and I do enjoy her snuggles, there is nothing
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better than feeling that sweet body melt into mine, smell her hair that is a
combination of sweat and outdoor wildness.
Ananda continues to explode herself into my life. She doesn’t always
show up in small glints and sparkles. The overall effect can be quite pervasive.
Maybe I need to have more boundaries. My therapist says I should close my
door while I am on a call and teach her to knock once and if I do not answer,
to leave me alone. This seems like a vast departure for a child who has always
had immediate access to me. She asks me questions in the shower and while
I am on the toilet. When she is at my house, she only falls asleep with my
arms around her singing her bedtime songs. When she is at her Dad’s house,
she has another life, one that I have vague ideas about, but little certainty.
She watches a fair amount of television there, and I think she might fall
asleep watching television. She brushes her own teeth, something the dentist
has warned me against. I have learned to be easeful about these things,
mostly because there is absolutely nothing I can do about them. I
overcompensate when she is with me. We read books together, she does
science experiments, I brush her teeth extra carefully.
Before I decided to become a mother, I was an executive in my
company, I worked seventy-hour weeks and pretty much thought of nothing
but work. I slept in on weekends and exercised whenever I was able, which
included going for runs in the middle of the night on the treadmill in my
building. I went grocery shopping without a plan, I was spontaneous in ways I
can hardly imagine now. I had this very settling experience of being in control
of my life. Life was relatively predictable. Sure, something might happen, but I
always felt in control.
When Ananda was born, I became incredibly aware that she could also
die. When I looked into her eyes and felt her sweet breath on my lips as I
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touched my nose to hers, I knew that I had just created the one person who
could break me. I love her with incredible fierceness. I want her to never
suffer, I want her to never feel pain, I want to keep her safe and innocent. Of
course, these things are impossible. To be alive is to experience the full
spectrum of joy, suffering and pain. Initially, I fought against my fear, I
thought that if I controlled things enough, if I held her while she slept, if I
armed myself with enough information, that I could protect her. But as the
days and years went by, I realized that there is an inevitableness to life. I can
do my best to protect this fragile creature, this piece of me who is also very
much herself running around exposed, but she will feel pain, she will suffer,
and she, too, will die.
I experienced post-partum anxiety after Ananda was born and mostly it
involved my fear of her dying. Sometimes I pictured her falling in front of a
subway as it approached. Sometimes just as I was about to drift off to sleep, I
would have an image of her falling from the window of our apartment on the
23rd floor. The other day, Ananda and her friend climbed onto the ledge of a
bridge in Central Park and were about to stand up. It was a tall bridge, and I
am not sure if she would have survived the fall, had she fallen. I grabbed her
before she was in any danger. That night and almost every night since then,
right before I am about to drift off, I imagine what would have happened if I
hadn’t grabbed her. I do not mean to have these thoughts, but they come,
and render me breathless.
So, you see, I have lost control. I am so afraid and so full of love that it
overwhelms me. Sometimes I feel that I cannot stand it. The other day
Ananda was tired from running around on the playground and wanted me to
carry her home. She now weighs about sixty pounds. I told her I would try to
carry her for a little way, and I picked her up. I began walking down the street
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with her legs wrapped around me, her face in front of mine. I tried to move
my head from side to side so that I could see the crooked sidewalk in front of
me, but she kept positioning her head directly in front of me. Suddenly, she
covered my face in kisses, while saying, “Thank you, Mommy, I love you so
much, Mommy.”
My love for her caught in my throat and my eyes became teary.
“Are you OK, mommy?” she asked.
“Yes, Munch, I love you so much, and also, I might have gotten a little
piece of glitter in my eye.”

Poetry

ANNIVERSARY
LORI ROTTENBERG

Our years build like the rings of a tree,
casting a shade that protects and houses.
We are ever more solid and unmovable;
the future will be built around us.
Sometimes I long for the drama
of being a sapling, for the ability to feel
the wind in our whole bodies,
for the addictive uncertainty of not knowing.
And yet I know I would never want to
struggle from seed again,
to miss even the droughts and gashes
marked in our rings.
I’m content to witness today
with the quiet of the woods,
to use it as a caliper
to measure our invisible growth,
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and let the leaves of our days fall
softly together on the forest floor.
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VINESHADOW
VIOLETA GARCIA-MENDOZA
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THE MILLINER AND THE TORTOISE
KAIT LEONARD
Nell jabbed at the screen of her phone wishing she had a real phone
that she could slam down. When she dialed Doc’s office she thought it would
help ease her worries, but it surely hadn’t done that. That girl who answered
wouldn’t put her through, even when she explained about Hattie’s odd
behavior. The last time she called out the veterinarian, Doc answered his own
phone and spent a minute telling her not to worry. His new receptionist acted
like she couldn’t get off the phone fast enough.
Nell sat in her front room, picking up tiny glass beads with the tip of
her finest needle and slipping them onto a length of silk thread. She forced
herself to focus on the order she had from a bride-to-be over in Phoenix.
There was nothing to do now anyway, since Doc couldn’t come by until
tomorrow. She wondered when he had gotten so busy.
Most days, Nell would pull her work table in front of the TV, and sit
listening to her stories, creating hats that were works of art as hours would
pass. Today she wasn’t making much progress. She hadn’t seen the dome of
Hattie’s shell pass by the window in hours. Normally, the giant tortoise would
be exploring the garden. Once in a while she’d even come inside and shove
her dinosaur head into Nell’s shin. But she hadn’t been herself for the last
couple of days.
Nell tried again to keep her mind on the dove-white tiara on her
worktable. Her designs and Hattie were all she had. And even though ladies’
hats weren’t what they used to be, she was still able to support herself and
take good care of Hattie on the money they brought in. These days she
mostly made tiaras for brides. But back when she was a young milliner, Nell
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created the most beautiful hats, all kinds, cloches, buckets, pillboxes. She
made them all and loved them all. But she was known far and wide for her
penny fascinators. Little disks of stiffened fabric adorned them with feathers,
silk flowers, and all forms of whimsy. People from all the way back East used
to order them.
Nell’s needle stopped in mid-stitch, as she thought back to a Sunday
afternoon long ago when she strolled with Billy Stanton down Main Street.
That must have been more than fifty years past. He wore his dress-up cowboy
hat and his going-to-church black boots. She had on a pale-yellow dress, and
in her hair she pinned a penny-disc so sheer it was almost invisible. On it she
had embroidered violets and then used wire barely thicker than a hair to
attach little silk butterflies.
“With them butterflies flittin’ round your head, you look like a summer
garden,” Billy Stanton said, cheeks even blotchier than usual.
Nell had felt like a fairy princess. But that little hat was nothing
compared to the crown she had already started designing for her wedding
day. Of course, that was way back before Billy fell off his horse and busted his
head, and before she settled for Jimmy. Getting married was simply what one
did.
These days, Nell didn’t have much occasion to wear her best hats, and
her yellow dress hung in the far corner of her closet. But she had never worn
a pair of jeans, not even when she worked in the garden or gave Hattie a
bath with the hose. Even at her age, a woman has to take some care in her
appearance.
Nell glanced out the window again. Hattie had her worried, pacing and
not acting herself at all. Nell felt renewed irritation at that girl who answered
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Doc’s phone, and when all was said and done, she was irritated with the
doctor, too. He knew how special Hattie was.
The night before, Nell had to put a trail of collards on the ramp to
entice Hattie to come in for dinner. Nell filled Hattie’s platter with all of her
favorites: fresh picked cactus flowers, slices of apple and pear, and all kinds of
greens. But after only a couple of bites of apple, she hauled herself to the
middle of the TV room and went to sleep. No shoving her hard head into
Nell’s leg to demand her nighttime petting. Nothing.
Today, Hattie was pacing back and forth at the side fence, the one that
marked the line between their house and the open desert. This wasn’t like
her. She typically walked all around the house, eating the cheeseweed that
weaseled its way through the fence, and wading through the shallow pool
that Jimmy made back when she was little.
Finally giving in to her worry, Nell placed the satin tiara into a plastic
bag on her worktable and went out to the garden. The desert sun blinded her
for a moment, and she used that time to pray that when her vision adjusted,
she’d see Hattie rushing to greet her. Given her size, it still amazed Nell that
she could move so fast. But like so many prayers, this one was not to be.
Hattie just walked along the fence, as if she hadn’t even noticed that she had
company. Nell bit her lip to keep it steady. Hattie always came to greet her,
nudging for some strokes and checking for treats.
Nell checked to see if Hattie’s wading pool needed to be hosed out. It
didn’t. Hattie hadn’t used it. Nell walked through the garden, where bees
danced around the desert bluebells and the amethyst prairie clover. On any
normal day, she would stop and study the fuzzy bees, how they positioned
themselves to reach the pollen, how once loaded with their golden bounty,
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they flew off to service the queen. Flying creatures had always inspired her
art, but today, Nell couldn’t spare time for them.
“Hattie, my girl, what are you looking at?” Nell asked when she reached
the fence.
Hattie stopped pacing but didn’t turn.
Nell stroked the warm shell, feeling the deep grooves of the geometric
design that spoke of a long life. She caressed Hattie’s huge head and was
relieved when she didn’t pull into her shell.
“My girl, you’re giving me quite a worry.”
Hattie heaved herself away from Nell and went back to pacing.
Nell sat on the porch and watched. She looked out to the desert, so
still in the midday sun. No animals stirred. They hid themselves in whatever
shade they could find under shrubs and in the crevices between boulders. But
Hattie kept moving.
Nell could see the stark beauty of the ancient desert, but even though
she had lived here most of her life, she had never grown to love it. The red
dirt dramatic against the cerulean sky stained everything, even the food left
out on picnic tables. The jagged cliffs and canyons made her long for a
landscape lusher and more life-giving.
Nell left once, not long after it became clear that Billy Stanton’s head
was never going to be right again. She didn’t think her heart could mend if
she stayed in town and didn’t want to walk down Main Street without Billy.
When a buyer from Carson’s department store placed a trial order for ladies’
cocktail hats, she bought a one-way ticket for the train to Chicago.
She settled into a room in the Margaret Louisa Boarding Home for
Single Ladies and set herself to designing the most fanciful hats Carson’s had
ever seen. If they did well, Nell would be on her way to the big time. She let
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herself dream of designing hats for models and maybe even movie stars. She
felt sure that success would overshadow the memory of Billy Stanton sitting
on his mama’s sofa with spit on his chin. But after the buyer at Carson’s
explained that her hats might be a bit too special for a retail store, she
boarded the night train back to the desert.
Forcing herself out of her memories, Nell looked at Hattie and rubbed
the fingers of her right hand. So many years of holding a needle just so had
taken their toll. Nell tried again to convince herself that her worrying was for
nothing, but in her heart, she knew something was very wrong. Hattie had her
beak pushed as far through the gap in the fence as she could get it. Nell
looked out to where the flat land smashed into the wall of the butte, but
didn’t see anything worth getting to.
Feeling angry again at that girl who told her Doc couldn’t come out
until tomorrow, Nell stood up from the step. She didn’t have as much
padding on her bones as she once did, and the stone step seemed to get
harder every day. That girl probably wore diapers the last time Doc came out.
That’s why she didn’t realize that if Nell called, it mattered. She might have to
say something to Doc about this, but that would have to wait, too.
“Hattie,” she called out in a sing-song voice that she hadn’t used with
the tortoise in years. Hattie was grown and deserved respect, but maybe
today she needed a little coaxing.
Hattie only stared out toward the butte.
Thinking back, Nell realized she had only had the doctor out a couple
of times since Hattie came into her life. The first visit, Jimmy had been away
as usual and in a panic, Nell called the only animal doctor in traveling
distance. He had to come from Plymouth, way down old highway 60, but he
said he’d be there as quick as could be. She waited for him in the drive, tears
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streaming down her cheeks. He had barely climbed out of his rig when Nell
raced ahead, leading him out behind the old shed that used to stand at the
back of the property. She pointed down to the hole under the edge of the
shack.
He looked from her to the hole and back again.
“I don’t understand,” he said.
“Buried…under…dead?” Nell choked out. The final word sent her body
to shaking so hard that the doctor led her to the swing on the porch. She
instantly folded over, head almost in her own lap, and she cried.
“Um,” the young doctor stammered. “They hibernate. That’s all,” he
said. But when she didn’t stop crying, he blurted, “They hibernate. Like bears.”
Nell froze, still doubled over on herself, hands covering her wet face.
But after a couple of raspy breaths, she peeked through her fingers.
“She’ll be out in the spring,” the doctor volunteered.
“How do you know? How do you know she’s not dead in there, or
sick?” Nell began crying again. “She’s just a baby.”
The doctor laughed and then caught himself.
“She’s not even close to being a baby. The size you described, I’d guess
she’s maybe 10-years old.” He paused, “Or thereabouts. No way to know for
sure.” His brow furred and he seemed to be contemplating the age of
tortoises.
After she had finally quieted, the doctor gave her instructions for
relocating Hattie to make sure she didn’t tunnel out of the yard. And when
Jimmy came home, he built a sturdy wooden house, and they moved her into
the back of the odds-and-ends closet, where she could wait out the winter.
“I don’t know why we have to fuss, Nell. She’s a wild thing. I don’t think
she needs our help gettin’ by,” Jimmy said.
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“When you found her on her back in the road, she seemed to need
your help,” Nell argued. “Anyway, she’s mine, and I want her to be happy.”
Jimmy spent that afternoon working on his truck, but at least he didn’t
drive off.
Nell didn’t want to think about Jimmy today. Nothing good ever came
from that, so she went back to her worktable and picked up the bag with the
half-finished bridal tiara inside. Setting it down again, she poured a glass of
iced tea, and then settled back in her chair to watch the last of her stories.
She sipped her tea and looked at the television screen but couldn’t pay
attention. It was too early for supper, and Nell didn’t know what to do with
herself.
Sitting there made her feel guilty. She had never missed a deadline on
an order. She would not have it on her conscience that someone’s special day
had been ruined because of her. She took out silk ribbons in blush and mint
green, and silver thread so fine she had to use her magnifiers to work with it.
She tried to settle into pleating the narrow ribbon, tacking down each fold
with a single silver stitch. The repetitive work would have driven some people
mad, but Nell usually got lost in the details. But not today. Today she made
slow progress.
When the summer sun barely tilted to the west, Nell figured Hattie
could do with an early supper. She went to the kitchen and pulled every
delicacy she had from the crisper and lined them on her counter. She began
with the leaves, kale, romaine, and collard, rolling them like cigars and cutting
through to make long ribbons. She moved on to the peppers and apples,
slicing them into perfect rings and arranging them around the edge of the
Hattie’s metal platter. Then she topped everything off with dandelion and
globemallow flowers, Hattie’s favorite treats. When the platter looked like a
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work of art, Nell set it on the kitchen floor. She made sure it clanked loudly
on the tile. She waited, but when Hattie didn’t run in, she once again put out
the trail of greens.
Standing in the kitchen, leaning back on the cabinet for support, she
didn’t know what she’d do if Hattie refused to come in. It had been a lot of
years since Nell had been able to pick her up. Minutes passed. Would Doc
rush out if she told him it was an emergency? Would that girl even give him
the message? All this worrying was making Nell feel a little off. She didn’t like
to put too much stock in her age, but sometimes she could feel it. Finally,
Hattie lumbered in and went straight to her spot in the TV room, dropping all
the way down and pulling her thick legs and head deep into her shell.
Nell couldn’t stop the tears from spilling down her cheeks. She moved
to the little footstool to be close to Hattie. She couldn’t stand looking at her
all tucked away like that. Shells are like armor, used for protection, not for
sleeping. Hattie always slept with her legs splayed and her dinosaur head
stretched out, tucked just under the edge of Nell’s chair.
“She ain’t right,” Jimmy used to say, shaking his head at the tortoise
whose size, even then, hinted that she might not be a regular desert tortoise.
“She’s perfect,” Nell would argue. “She’s just got her own ways, and
she’s big because I take good care of her.”
“Nah, Nellie, ain’t nothing right about her. We oughta let her go.”
“She’s mine, and I love her. She stays.”
At that point, Nell would turn all her attention to her needlework,
attaching adornments and dotted mesh to dress-up hats. Jimmy would either
go to bed or get into his pickup and drive into the night. That’s how he was,
how he had always been. He wouldn’t stay and fight, especially not about
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Hattie. He knew he wouldn’t win, so he just left. That had been his way of
dealing with their life from the beginning.
Back in the early days, she hoped maybe she’d learn to feel more for
him. She had convinced herself that after they married, Jimmy would take on
more refined ways. But he had never once polished his boots before they
went to town, and Nell couldn’t quite forgive that, so she never really minded
when Jimmy left. Still, he brought her Hattie, and for that she was grateful.
Hattie was solid and stable. She never wavered or changed, except in
size. That set her apart from every other thing, as far as Nell was concerned.
Not much ever turned out the way it was supposed to, but even though
Hattie grew and grew, where it mattered, she stayed true. Nell liked that she
had gotten so big, but she had to admit that it was a little odd. The tortoises
out in the desert didn’t come out much. But in the spring, you could see
them, especially in the morning, braving the desert to eat wildflowers and
succulent blooms. Nell hadn’t seen a single one as big as Hattie.
Sitting there, with Hattie all tucked inside herself, Nell pulled her
handkerchief from her sleeve and poked at her face. Stop it! Doc’s coming in

the morning, she silently scolded herself. Everything would be fine. Nell just
had to get Hattie through whatever this was. They would make it together,
like they always did.
Nell moved down to the floor to sit by her friend.
“Hattie, we’ll get past this. You gotta hang on till Doc gets here.”
Hattie didn’t move.
Nell pulled the quilt from the back of her chair, wrapped it around her
shoulders, and laid down on the floor, spooning the enormous shell.
By the time the gray-blue of morning filled the window, Nell was
already up, chopping fresh vegetables while coffee brewed. She knew it was
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too early for Hattie, so she chopped carefully, keeping the sound down as
much as she could. She wanted to surprise her with a beautiful feast, one she
couldn’t pass up.
Nell’s sliced through the delicate flesh of a bell pepper. She and Hattie
had been tied so closely together for so long, that all this worrying and
fretting was stirring up all kinds of memories.
“You take better care of that turtle than you do your husband,” Jimmy
whined.
“I know Hattie’s going to be around,” Nell shot back.
Jimmy shook his head in that defeated way he had and went out to
work on his truck.
Nell knew he would drive off later. He’d say something about going
out to look for work, and Nell would hear tires crunching on the dirt road.
When they were first married, she would ask him how long he’d be. But later,
she just did her work and spent time with Hattie, talking to her, sharing
meals, sometimes turning on the hose for a bath and a cool down. Jimmy
would be back when he got back, at least until that last time when he never
did come home.
When Nell finally figured out that he was really gone, she considered
how she should feel. She discussed all this with Hattie. The tortoise would
shove her head into Nell’s shin when there was a pause. It was if she was
saying, “Go ahead. Tell me more.” And Nell always did. They shared
everything.
Nell checked the kitchen clock. The doctor would arrive in about an
hour. She set the food bowl on the floor, but Hattie didn’t come in. Nell
found her standing in the living room, beak pressed against the front door.
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Nell opened it and followed her out. She would wait on the porch until the
doctor arrived.
Sitting on the swing, rubbing her fingers, Nell had to face the truth that
she and Hattie had grown old. She didn’t usually think so much of age.
Hattie’s giant, domed shell and armored legs made her appear indestructible.
As the years passed, it seemed that Hattie got bigger but not older. Nell was
kind of the opposite. She changed on the outside, skin wrinkling and sagging,
fingers getting stiff, but inside she felt like a girl. She allowed herself to
imagine that their little house on the edge of the desert existed somewhere
outside of time.
The doctor coming up the drive brought Nell out of her thoughts. She
stood, smoothed her blouse and went to the gate, not wanting to waste a
minute getting Doc to Hattie.
“Well, hello Miss Nell. It’s been quite a long time.”
She didn’t answer immediately, taking in his salt-and-pepper beard and
hair.
He smiled, “As I said, it’s been a very long time.”
“Yes, I guess it has at that,” Nell said, leading him to the side fence
where Hattie was pacing.
“You see? She’s been like this all week.” Nell took a deep breath, trying
to hold herself together. “And she’s not eating much either.”
The doctor nodded and tugged on the pointy tip of his beard.
Nell watched him study Hattie. She felt the armpits of her cotton
blouse become damp.
“She’s not eating, you say?” he finally asked.
“Not much,” Nell admitted.
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The doctor approached Hattie, walking around her, cocking his head
this way and that. He stooped down and grasped the bottom edge of her
shell and then held her head in one hand, turning it slightly and then moving
it up and down.
When Hattie didn’t pull into her shell, Nell’s shoulders relaxed. She
hadn’t even realized they had been so tight until they let go. But when Doc
stood and turned toward her, Nell saw the bad news on his face.
They sat together on the porch, avoiding eye contact.
“There’s no way to know for sure,” he began.
Nell gripped the edge of her chair.
“Her shell seems a bit soft, and her third eyelid is more visible than it
should be.”
“What can you do?” Nell asked softly.
“We’ve never known her age. We don’t even know for sure what kind
of tortoise she is, so we don’t know her lifespan.” He paused, brows bunched.
“Why is she pacing? Surely, she can’t be that bad off. At least she has
energy.” Nell nodded, cueing him to agree with her.
For a long moment, the doctor didn’t speak. Finally, he squared his
shoulders and said, “Miss Nell, I think she wants out. I think she wants to,” he
looked into Nell’s eyes. “I think she wants to spare you any pain.”
Nell squeezed her eyes shut.
“So, there’s nothing?” she finally asked.
“We can help her transition if you like,” he said.
Nell sprang up, sending the swing into violent motion.
The doctor stood.
“I don’t require any help,” Nell said, stressing each word. “I’m sure
you’re needed back at your busy office. How much do I owe you?”
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“Nothing, Miss Nell, nothing. No charge for stopping by.” Head bowed,
he walked down the path to his truck.
Nell remained on the porch, watching Hattie walk back and forth,
remembering when Jimmy first brought her home. He had her in a cardboard
box. She had been on her back near the edge of the road. Jimmy thought she
was dead, but when he lifted her, she pulled farther into herself, so he
decided to bring her home.
Nell’s first reaction was to tell Jimmy to get rid of that thing. What was
she gonna do with it? Then he set the tortoise on the ground. She stayed
tucked way inside her shell for a bit. Then she poked her beak out just a little,
and it was like she thought Nell was her mama. She stuck her stubby legs out
as far as they could go and started running toward her. Nell had never seen
anything so funny. Before long, they were best friends. When Jimmy left that
last time, Nell closed the gate of her heart to humans, but Hattie kept it from
turning to stone.
With a new momentum, she went inside and picked up the bridal tiara
and her ribbons and silver thread and her little scissors. She worked through
the day, not even taking time for lunch. Toward sundown, she stopped long
enough to make dinner for Hattie and line the ramp with dandelions and
collards. When Hattie walked past the greens and dropped to the floor to
sleep, Nell went back to work.
At some point before morning, the tiara was finished. Nell held it at
arm’s length to take a good look. It might have been the most beautiful thing
she had made in a while. The ribbon flowers looked like they had been picked
from a crystal garden. She had added vines, with fine tendrils draping off the
band here and there. They would blend with the young woman’s hair,
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transforming her into a mythical being. The bride would be happy, she was
sure.
Nell wrapped the tiara in pink tissue paper and gently placed it into the
protective bag. She wrote a note and taped it on top and then walked down
to the mailbox and set the parcel inside. Nell had never let a customer down,
and she wasn’t about to start now. She refused to look at her yard or at
Hattie’s little pool as she walked back up the drive. She didn’t want to think
back.
Inside, she found her pale yellow dress crushed in the back of her
closet. It was wrinkled from the years of being stuffed away, but it was
beautiful all the same. Then she took down a hat box from the top shelf and
placed it on her bed. She lifted the lid and beamed down at her delightful
little penny fascinator. She loved it as much today as she did when she
walked down Main Street with Billy Stanton. She held it at a jaunty angle near
her head and looked in the mirror. She didn’t have the face of that nineteenyear-old girl, but she decided the hat made her pretty. A good hat would do
that.
Setting it aside, she took off yesterday’s clothes then slipped her dress
over her head, smoothing it as much as possible. There wasn’t time for a
proper steaming. She brushed her gray hair and pinned it up into a French
twist and then placed her little hat just so. Stepping back, she took a moment
to admire herself, then slipping her feet into white flats, she went to make
breakfast for Hattie.
By the time the sun streamed through her east windows, Hattie had
eaten a few bites of collard greens and one yellow dandelion flower. Nell
opened the front door and rushed ahead of Hattie. She didn’t want her
heading to the side fence to start pacing.
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“Hattie, my girl. We have places to go,” Nell said as she opened the
front gate.
Hattie stopped, seeming to consider what to do with this invitation.
Then she stuck her trunk-like legs out as far as they would go and headed
down the path.
Nell followed, pausing only to latch the gate behind them. They would
take this walk into the desert side-by-side, two best friends sticking together
to the end.
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AUTUMN VECTORS
STEVE FAY
Wet fire / it turns out / is better than / no / fire
-- Hayden Carruth
Would you, do you? You
finally do, you do go
out into the graying
world, chilling world,
vegetable crisper
world full of yellowing
vegetation ready for
the dumpster behind
the A&P, and all you
find there is one damp
thing after another.
Where is the happy
harvest season full
of red leaves, pumpkin
gold? Did you miss
it? This sodden arc
of globe instead
bedecked with soaked
shoes, drenched
shoulders, mucous
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drops hanging from
the end of your nose.
A friend has written
of childhood nights
in San Diego, so
hot and dry they
soaked their shirts
just to cool off
enough to sleep,
and then had to
soak them again,
and sometimes
yet again, just to
get through the
long beastly night.
Slosh, squish. The
mist, the rain, is that
also snot on your
glasses, make it
hard to see. A puddle
is just waiting to
swallow your ankle,
fill your shoe. What
matter with your socks
already soaked, your
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toes as drowned
as Atlantis?
The made-to-break pods
of Illinois tick-trefoil,
have covered the lower
legs of your jeans with
their small, round-cornered
equilateral triangles of
seed, believing you a
likely vector for their
distribution—apparently
not knowing that in this
moment you see the
pages of your life strewn
across this wet landscape,
the ink on them running,
the pulp of the sheets
disintegrating to cobwebs.
With your wet hand,
you reach inside your
jacket, touch the
pocket over your heart.
The letter, like an
ember unquenched
in cold ashes, is still
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there, reminding how
in a place far across
horizons, in a time
you cannot enter, so
much water as this
could get you
through the night, so
much water as this
could preserve
your soul.
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DEER CROSSING
DAWNE LEIKER
Do you see them? I asked my brother. Yes, he said,
barely awake. Two deer, like a mirage, caught in my headlights.
They slipped back into darkness after a blink.
Eyes, curious, just like in her painting.
The one that’s hung over my piano for years.
I remember she had trouble with their faces.
Yellow paint smeared above her brow, she hunched
over the canvas absorbed in the struggle to make them real.
Laboring to show their gentle spirit as they crossed
the Republican River, framed by the glow of fall foliage.
Now she was nearly gone. Nearly midnight and nearly gone.
At her bedside, I told her I had seen deer outside the nursing home.
They posed for us, just like in her painting.
Her eyes, curious, so close to gone, but she knew what I said.
Then a labored breath caught in time, wedged deep in her tired lungs.
It seemed the last one she would breathe.
Such a thin, thin thread of life, nearly imperceptible.
One more breath and, yes, now there would be no other.
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Confined an eon in the sterile home,
Could she now inhabit painted worlds?
Following spirit guides where gold and crimson leaves
shimmer in the autumn wind. Where winter is no more.
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WINTER SONNET
PAUL ILECHKO
Weeds are spreading furiously across the open
space

not knowing that their days are limited

by the impending miracle of winter

that

white-cold death in life that never fails
by year and decade by decade

year

to spread

its crusted filigree across the open water

where

bears and racoons equally partake in the mystery
of seasons

their stories never told

of course no wonder there

there is

that silent dumbness

never thought to generate the thrill that we
ascribe to our own lives

killing time until

a death that barely ripples beyond the thirst
a vulture has for carnage
above the killing fields

circling and circling
lit by a quiet moon.
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HEARTSTRINGS
CHELSEA CAMBEIS
Selma had grown so used to seeing the homeless guitar player on the
corner of Filston and Wickery, that when he wasn’t there on Wednesday, she
was overtaken by panic. So much so, she stuttered through her coffee order—
medium hazelnut latte sans whipped cream—even though she purchased the
same thing every day at lunch.
On her way back to the office, the small set of steps he usually
inhabited was still vacant. The spot looked wrong without him. She could see
him vividly in her mind, usually dressed in a white T-shirt and jean jacket, the
way his hands strummed effortlessly, ungloved in the cold.
She ducked her head against a strong breeze, black bangs blowing
upward like an out-of-fashion visor. Her chest tightened as she imagined all
of the terrible things that could befall a person out here on the city streets in
the middle of the night. He could have been mugged or beaten… to death. It
was also late fall, and the nights were getting cold. She shivered at the
thought and felt fleetingly guilty for having an apartment with running water
and heat.
She strode down the hall, not looking forward to four more hours in
her quiet cubical. Jared stepped out of the kitchen and directly into her path.
She sucked in a breath, working to steady herself on her heels after the
abrupt stop.
“Selma!” He was holding the coffee pot, the steaming brown liquid
sloshing around haphazardly inside. “I just brewed a fresh pot. Want some?”
His green eyes were wide behind black-rimmed glasses, and red
splotches were spreading up the sides of his neck. In response, Selma held up
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her latte, trying her best at a polite smile. Everyone knew she went for coffee
on her lunch break.
“Sorry,” she said.
“Well,” he looked at the flat, gray carpet, “maybe Saturday?”
“Maybe Saturday what?”
“Maybe we could grab a coffee Saturday afternoon?” His voice
wavered. He sounded nauseated.
Jared was very handsome, in the way IT guys are handsome, but Selma
had never considered him a viable option. He seemed quite fragile. Which is
exactly why she said, “Sure, that’d be nice,” and why she’d have to figure out
the perfect way to let him down gently later on.
“Really?”
She couldn’t help it, she laughed. “Yes, really. You have my cell?”
“I do, from that time we organized the company brunch.” He smiled,
like it was a fond memory. All Selma remembered was aggravation. She
wasn’t the organizing kind.
Once she was back in her chair, the niggling worry for the homeless
man’s well-being crept back in. Only the decision to take a walk by his spot
after work, even though it was out of the way, allowed her to get through the
rest of the work day without gnawing her fingernails off.
#
The bottom righthand corner of Selma’s computer screen read “11:49.”
The homeless guitar player hadn’t been there the evening before, and the
dread from yesterday had amplified. Of course, she didn’t know his hours.
Maybe he usually played on that street corner from eleven to three and in the
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city park from three until it was time for him to migrate back to the homeless
shelter for the night. Still, she couldn’t shake the possibility that something
terrible had happened to him, and she was itching to punch out for lunch.
By two minutes after twelve, she was downstairs and nearly jogging
through the white-collar crowd. Instead of heels, she was in her favorite pair
of flats and on the move, heading for the corner of Filston and Wickery. She
heard it before she rounded the corner—the familiar strum of a guitar. A
heavy sigh escaped her, and relief followed.
He sat on the second step, guitar propped on his knee. She’d never
stopped before. Even when she dropped a few coins in his case, she slowed
but kept moving. Technically, he was performing, but somehow, it felt
awkward and impolite to stand and watch. Today, however, her relief was so
overwhelming that she not only stopped, but exhaled heavily upon seeing he
appeared unscathed.
It hadn’t occurred to her until now that he was too young to be pitied
in the way homeless people usually were. There was no cardboard sign, and
while his blond hair was rumpled, it looked clean, and his stubble was more
attractive than unkempt. Her cheeks heated at the thought.
She’d stood there so long that he looked up, but his fingers carried on
strumming a folk song she didn’t recognize. The sun caught his Olympic blue
eyes for a second before he squinted against the bright light. Soon, he gave
up on the song to free his hand and shield his eyes.
“Hi,” he said.
A scar ran from the center of his right cheek down to his jaw. She
doubted she would’ve noticed had the sun not been shining directly on him.
More times than she could count, she’d heard him sing, but still, his deep, flat
voice sent tingles through her. He sounded different than she would have
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expected, had she actually imagined what his speaking voice might sound
like.
“How are you?” he tried again.
Selma was certain she’d turned fuchsia by now. She didn’t know what
was more humiliating—that she’d been up last night, illogically sick with worry
for this stranger, or that she was almost sure she’d be up again tonight
thinking about him, minus the worry. Had she had a crush on the homeless
guitar player before now, or had the surety that he’d been mugged or beaten
to death spurred a fondness for him?
Regardless, this up-close look had sealed the deal. He was incredibly
attractive, in a way that probably often went unnoticed. Okay, she’d officially
lost it.
At a loss for words, she dug in her purse until she latched onto her
wallet. She didn’t carry much cash, and mere coins would not do at that
moment, so she extracted the only bill she had—a twenty—and dropped it
into his guitar case, which was velvety and midnight blue.
His eyebrows went up. “You like the song that much?”
“I—I think you have a nice voice.”
“Not that nice.” He bent over and snatched up the twenty. Then he
held it up to her. “Take it.”
Though he was grinning, Selma felt put on the spot. Obviously, she
wouldn’t usually give a street performer twenty dollars—he had her there—
but what else was she supposed to do? Admit that she was just stopping by
to make sure he was all right?
“It’s the thought that counts.” He waved the cash in the crisp autumn
air. He held the neck of his guitar in the other hand, and without a free one
to shield his eyes, he was left to squint.
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“Fine.” Selma stepped forward, sheltering him from the sun with her
shadow. She took the twenty and stuffed it back in her purse, not bothering
with her wallet.
“You better get going. You won’t have time to get your coffee.”
The hand she’d been about to wave froze midair.
“You look surprised.” There was something sexy about the way he
talked, flat and without inflection. It wasn’t boring or unnerving, because all
the personality was in his expression. There was an amused smile playing
across his lips.
“It’s just—you know that I’m on my way for coffee.”
He nodded, as if it was obvious. “Probably has something to do with
the fact that it’s an everyday occurrence.”
“Right, well then, where were you yesterday?”
Now it was his turn to look surprised. Whatever he’d been about to say
seemed to be forgotten, and he pursed his lips and crinkled his eyebrows.
“Playing guitar on this corner is also an everyday occurrence,” she
clarified, smoothing her skirt and hoping he didn’t look at her legs, which
were covered in goosebumps from the cold.
“Right.” The corner of his mouth lifted. His lips looked a bit dry,
probably from the incessant wind of the last few days. “Well, it was a bit chilly
yesterday, and I had some papers to grade.”
Selma laughed, then broke off abruptly. She’d put him on the spot, and
he went for humor; though laughter was a totally inappropriate response,
considering he was trying to divert attention from the fact that he didn’t have
a choice but to brave the cold.
Hoping for a smooth recovery, she said, “Okay, well, good to meet
you.”
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“You too…?” He trailed off, leaving space at the end for her name.
“Selma.”
“Selma,” he repeated.
She nodded twice. “And you are?”
“Nohl.”
“Nohl,” she repeated.
He nodded once.
For some reason, the conversation still felt unfinished, but Selma
pivoted and headed for the coffee shop. Not a second later, Nohl picked up
the song she’d interrupted.
If she hadn’t been thrumming with giddiness and busy loathing herself
for her lack of social grace, Selma would’ve been aggravated with the length
of the line. She normally arrived ahead of the lunchtime rush. Her run-in with
Nohl had delayed her arrival just enough that, while she’d make it back to the
office before her lunch break officially ended, she would spend most of it
waiting in line.
Finally at the checkout, she glimpsed the loose twenty in her bag as
she searched for her wallet. She pulled it out and smiled at the surly-looking
cashier. “Is it too late to add something to my order?”
On the way back to the office, Nohl’s eyes locked onto hers, and he
stopped playing before she was even in speaking distance.
“Is $2.25 a more reasonable tip?”
He shrugged.
“Well, here.” She handed him a Styrofoam coffee cup with a dome lid.
“I guessed. Here’s to hoping you’re a regular, two creams, two sugars kind of
guy.”
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He took it from her, his calloused fingertips grazing her own. “It’ll do.”
When she didn’t move, he nodded off to the side. “Get going. I’m assuming
you’re a bit behind schedule today.”
#
As expected, Selma couldn’t stop thinking about Nohl. Even the
thought of his chapped lips made her heart skip. She was too old to be
suffering such overt symptoms of a crush. It wasn’t like she’d found the one
to bring home to Mom and Dad. Instead, she was fantasizing about a
homeless, starving musician. It was just an expression, but she didn’t actually
know what he ate in a day.
She tapped against her keyboard with so much force that Tabitha
peeked over the partition. “Everything okay over there?”
“Good, yep!”
Still, she kept clacking away. The nerves that pooled in her stomach
when the clock struck noon were much different than the day before. She was
transported back nearly two decades, when getting up in class to sharpen
your pencil was terrifying, because it meant walking past your crush’s desk. It
felt like she’d broken some barrier between her and Nohl. Were they
supposed chat like old friends now? Or delve into awkward acquaintance
territory?
There were options. She could skip her usual trip to the coffee shop. As
Jared had clearly pointed out, there was a perfectly good coffee pot right
here in the office. Or, she could simply approach the coffee shop from across
the street and jaywalk to the entrance, therefore avoiding passing Nohl
directly.
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But this wasn’t two decades ago, and she didn’t have to sharpen her
pencil.
Thanks to her sunglasses, she didn’t have to make direct eye contact
with him when she passed. She went for a polite wave, and he nodded
knowingly. Then she silently cursed herself for hoping he’d followed her with
his gaze, reminding herself that he didn’t exactly check all her boxes. Though,
he was nice to look at, and he had this effortless way about him that—
The door chimed overhead, and she shook the thoughts from her head,
pushing her sunglasses into her hair as she entered the coffee shop.
#
Jared’s text filled Selma with more dread than she expected.
I’m at the office. Are you available for an evening coffee date, or
does caffeine keep you up at night? Lol.
The use of the word “date” made her cringe. And she couldn’t help but
think that Nohl wouldn’t use “lol” if he had a cellphone. Of course, just
because he didn’t own a home didn’t mean he didn’t have a cellphone. Either
way.
Sounds good, she responded.
Jared wasn’t blond, disheveled, or a nomadic musician, but that’d never
been Selma’s type anyway. She wasn’t interested in him in the slightest, but
they say love can grow, and her mother was bordering on desperate for
Selma to find someone now that she was approaching thirty. The key to
dating is an open mind. At least that’s what they preached on her subscribed
podcasts.
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She met him at her usual shop, dressed in a cream-colored turtleneck
and her most flattering jeans. She’d even run a straightener through her hair,
and now the ends of her shoulder-length hair curled inward just slightly. The
pale lip color was a strategic decision. Normally, on a date, she’d opt for
something a couple shades darker than daytime wear, but she didn’t want
Jared to take this too seriously.
Even though she’d made it a point to arrive five minutes early, Jared
was already there and had secured a table for them against the right wall. He
waved, looking a tad flustered, and rose from the chair and headed toward
her, leaving his jacket draped over the back of it.
Selma could feel annoyance creeping onto her face and tried to soften
her features, but sometimes, these things are out of our control. Jared
approached her with open arms, either unwilling to be deterred, or more
likely, blinded by lust—he very well might have missed her look of distaste
while his gaze slipped to her chest.
She hugged him, momentarily impressed by the solid feel of his
shoulders before she was struck by just how odd it was to be hugging a
coworker with whom she had a minimal relationship with at best, forget an
office flirtation. Why had she agreed to this again?
Selma had only been to this coffee shop a handful of times after her
regular working hours, and she had to admit, from day to night, it
transformed from an absolute madhouse to a possible place for romance. It
was dark outside, and the front window was lined with strings of white lights,
and each table was set with a votive centerpiece. The weathered real-wood
floor that was hidden under shiny black dress shoes and heels during the day
creaked under their feet as they stepped up to place their orders.
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Jared ordered a hot chocolate, and Selma understood where his earlier
text about caffeine at night came from. The ridiculous thought that Nohl
would probably drink espresso for dessert crossed her mind. Was she
completely delusional? She knew nothing about him except that they
wouldn’t have formally met had she not thought he might’ve been attacked
on a park bench in the middle of the night.
“For you, Selma?” Jared’s voice conveyed a put-on sense of familiarity,
and she felt a pang of pity at his transparency. He hoped the barista would
take them for a proper couple.
“Cappuccino, please.”
She’d give this an hour before excusing herself, and then she’d have
the entire next day to decide how to explain to Jared that an “old boyfriend”
had been on her mind, and, on second thought, it probably wasn’t the best
time to strike up something new. She felt decently terrible. It was awful to
agree to a date, even just a coffee date, with someone as innocent-seeming
as Jared. No doubt about it, she was going to hell.
No more eye-rolling, she vowed as they took their seats. Jared was
great, even if he wasn’t great for her. But then he purposely positioned his
foot flesh against hers five minutes into conversation, and she went back on
her vow.
Predictably, they passed the time talking mostly about work and Jared’s
Yorkshire Terrier. Selma explained that her building didn’t allow pets, and left
out that if they did, she was more of a St. Bernard kind of girl. No need to
put salt in the impending wound.
Each time the doorbell jingled, Selma glanced up, taking any
opportunity to break Jared’s intense eye contact. This time, an academiclooking bunch crowded through the door. There were five of them, their
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volume suggesting that they’d either had a couple glasses of wine this
evening or seen a polarizing play. From the looks of them, it could have gone
either way.
As they formed a line along the counter, Selma’s heart leaped into her
throat. There, in deep conversation with one of the other men in the group,
was Nohl. He was dressed in what suspiciously looked like a burgundy
cashmere sweater and a dark wool overcoat.
Holy shit.
“What was that?”
She whipped her gaze back to Jared. “What?”
“I thought you said something.”
Nothing she’d meant to say out loud.
“Oh no, go on. You were saying?”
He didn’t need more prompting than that and went on telling her
about his first attempt at homemade macaroons. Jared would wonder why
she was staring, so she went with casual-seeming glances about the room
instead. From what she could tell, Nohl was in the midst of paying for not just
his beverage, but his friend’s too. His hair was less windblown, but still looked
like his uncle had just mussed it about. When he laughed aloud at something,
she smiled automatically, then quickly turned to look at Jared, hoping he was
discussing something smile-worthy.
Nohl’s group—two other guys, both in equally strapping wool coats
and two women wearing designer glasses—headed for the cozy seating area
at the back of the coffee shop, complete with a couch backed against
exposed brick and an assortment of lounge chairs. Fortunately for Selma—and
unfortunately for Jared—they were directly in her line of sight.
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Jared’s green eyes looked brown in the dim light of the shop. Selma
tried to focus on them, seeking out little speckles or slashes in his irises.
Anything to avoid looking at Nohl, who was bound to notice her eventually.
She couldn’t pinpoint why she felt like putting a paper bag over her head. It
had been a long time since she’d been this attracted to someone, and to top
it off, he was dressed smartly and probably didn’t take naps on park benches
or buy coffee with passersby’s spare change like she’d previously assumed.
After three long minutes, she gave in. Nohl was laughing, and the
woman beside him leaned into his shoulder, showing him something on her
phone. One of the guys snapped his fingers at them, trying to get their
attention. Nice clothes aside, he looked just like the homeless guitar player
she’d apparently grown fond of. Come to think of it, she never had any
evidence that he was homeless at all, but what grown adult plays their guitar
on the street corner every single day?
He ran a hand over his hair, smoothing it down, though that was
probably unintentional. Then he reached for his drink, and just as he took a
sip, his eyes landed on her over the rim of his mug. The recognition was
instantaneous. He leaned toward the coffee table in front of him and set his
coffee down, his eyes never leaving hers, then quirked one eyebrow. She
offered a soft smile, ignoring the hammering of her heart.
Now it was impossible to look away. Nohl seemed to fall out of
conversation with his friends. While they carried on animatedly, he sat back
against the couch cushion, draping one arm across the back, and watched
Selma.
“Jared,” she said.
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His words dropped off. She’d rudely cut him off, but she couldn’t
humor him any longer, not with this pair of now-familiar blue eyes boring
into her.
“I’m sorry, but it’s getting kind of late, and I…” She looked anywhere
but at him, scrambling. “Attend church. I have to get up early for… church. In
the morning.”
He looked relieved, even though her excuse was blatantly on the spot
and forced. “Okay, no problem. This has been nice.”
Uncertainty filtered back into his expression. She wouldn’t give him any
more false hope. She nodded and granted him a pinched, polite smile. They
rose, donned their coats, and when Jared headed for the door, Selma stayed
put. He took a few steps, realized she wasn’t beside him, and turned back.
“I’m going to pop to the bathroom before I go.” She thrust a thumb
over her shoulder.
“Sure. Do you want me to wai—”
“No, no. You go on. You live uptown, right? We’re going in opposite
directions anyway. Really, it’s fine.” She was rambling now, and if he didn’t see
right through it, that was completely on him. “Thanks for the coffee.”
She spun on the ball of her foot, walked a few paces, and disappeared
down a small corridor and into the women’s room. Inside, she let out a heavy
breath. In the mirror, her reflection was wild-eyed and flushed. She wished
she had a tube of her favorite power red lipstick. It always made her feel
bolder, which was silly, but she could use a bit of courage right now.
And what was her plan anyway? She obviously wasn’t ready to leave,
but she wasn’t going to approach Nohl’s entire group of friends either. They
were acquaintances at best, and not even that really. But the way he was
looking at her suggested she wasn’t imagining the connection between them.
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She shook her head. Connection or no connection, going home was her best
bet. It wasn’t like she’d be missing her chance—she’d see him on the corner
of Filston and Wickery on Monday.
Decided, she yanked the door inward and stepped into the corridor.
Should she smile, wave, or not even bother acknowledging him one last time?
Apparently, that decision wasn’t hers to make. In the dim hallway, Nohl stood,
leaning one shoulder against the striped wallpaper. His hands were in his coat
pockets. Where she surely looked surprised to see him, he looked cool and a
bit amused. It was becoming clear that this was his default.
Selma stopped in her tracks, leaving just a few steps between them; it
was a short hallway.
“Surprised to see me?” he asked.
Selma brushed back her bangs. “A bit.”
“Just before, you were looking at me like you were either starstruck or
had seen a ghost.”
Her face was on fire. If there was one thing Selma was awful at, it was
playing it cool. And also, telling white lies. “I thought you were homeless,” she
blurted.
Nohl chuckled. It was warm and not offended in the least. “Homeless?”
“You play guitar on the street corner for change. Often.”
He rubbed his chin, ruminating on this. “I guess I can’t blame you,
though it didn’t occur to me that people would think that.”
“I’m assuming you really did have papers to grade on Wednesday?”
“That and, like I said, it was cold. I stayed in. In my apartment, that is.
With the heat set at seventy-two.”
She nodded, lips pursed in embarrassment. “Right.”
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“I teach night classes at the university,” he said, as if he owed her an
explanation.
“It seems odd to pass all of your free time playing guitar on a street
corner, in my defense.”
He shrugged in acquiescence. “It’s just my thing.” His eyes drifted over
her, from her smoothed, black hair to her brown knee-high boots. The mutual
attraction was tangible, crackling in the open space between them, but his
gaze didn’t feel measuring or even appreciative. He was simply seeing her.
“You look more like yourself tonight.”
“It’s just the jeans.”
“No,” he shook his head, “it’s the absence of ill-fitting slacks.” He
smiled to let her know he was teasing, though he was unfortunately right on
the money. Then he squinted, peering at her. “What do you do?”
“Customer support for a company that buys and resells used
textbooks.”
“I never would have guessed that if this was our first time meeting.”
“Should I be offended?”
“Not at all. It’s more of a compliment.”
“If you say so,” she conceded. And she wasn’t offended. Actually, she
found his candor refreshing. Unlike Jared, it seemed Nohl could see right
through her, and she didn’t mind.
She liked it.
“It’s still an hour till closing,” he said, shifting away from the wall and
taking a step nearer. “Can I buy you another coffee? You can tell me what
you’d rather be doing than explaining why you can’t pay top dollar for moldy
books.”
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After her answering nod, he led the way out of the corridor and to the
counter. At the back of the shop, Nohl’s friends were slipping long limbs into
coat sleeves. On their way out, they each waved to or slapped Nohl on the
shoulder before offering Selma a polite nod. It had obviously been discussed
that he’d be staying behind with the girl who just ditched her date.
“Two macchiatos…?” Nohl told the barista, looking at Selma to confirm.
She grinned—definitely not afraid of a late-night caffeine buzz—and
nodded.
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